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Introduction: Non-Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease
The estimated global prevalence is 25%
● Of these patients, 25% will develop nonalcoholic steatohepatitis
(NASH)
● Complications of NASH include:

Cirrhosis

Varices

Cancer

Introduction: ABHD5
Encodes a triglyceride lipase that serves as the link between
mendelian NAFLD and Chanarin-Dorfman syndrome:
● Monoallelic ABHD5 mutations → NAFLD
● Biallelic ABHD5 mutations → Chanarin-Dorfman
The clinical presentation of Chanarin-Dorfman includes: NAFLD,
ichthyosiform erythroderma, proximal muscle weakness, alopecia, and
cataracts; provides an opportunity for early NAFLD intervention.
What other such linkages (between skin pathology and mendelian
NAFLD) exist, and how do they interact?

Objectives & Hypothesis
Research question: Is there a pathogenetic relationship between
NAFLD and skin pathology?
Elucidating this relationship could provide:
● additional therapeutic targets
● improved diagnostics
● a better understanding of related genetic pathways
Study population: International NAFLD patients from consanguineous
families
Hypothesis: Mendelian disorders of NAFLD are also causal for skin
manifestations

Approach
Secondary data analysis:
Identify causal NAFLD mutations via PubMed; few reviews provide
consolidated pathways relating to NAFLD-associated genes
Conduct whole exome sequencing of international NAFLD patients
from consanguineous families:
Filter Genetic Variants (exonic, frequency <0.001) → Locate Individual
Mutations (Integrative Genomics Viewer) → Pathogenicity Prediction
Algorithms (Mutation Taster, Sift, Polyphen, CADD) → Pathogenic
Gene

Results
Genes identified to be associated with NAFLD:
● 40 related to mitochondrial pathology
● 14 related to lipid droplet formation
● 9 relation to insulin signaling
● 9 related to intracellular transport
Sister (30 years old) and brother (23 years old) from consanguineous
parents determined to share mutations in ALMS1, which is implicated in
Alström Syndrome.
● The patients’ features included: NAFLD, hidradenitis suppurativa,
seborrhoea, and hyperpigmentation (likely due to hyperinsulinemia)

Conclusion
The studied patients had both NAFLD and the presence of skin
manifestations due to mutations in ALMS1.
While ALMS1 has been implicated in a number of ciliary signaling
pathways (e.g. mTOR, NF-κB, TGF-β), its exact function remains
unknown; therefore, it could not fit neatly within our list of identified
genes.
● However, given the role of ciliary sensing in insulin signalling, it is
not unlikely ALMS1 is in fact involved - thus further supporting the
hypothesis that mendelian NAFLD is involved in skin pathology

Future Directions
● Study poorly understood genes like ALMS1 in order to better
contextualize their role in NAFLD development
● Investigate gene editing (CRISPR/Cas9) to hopefully one day heal
patients with otherwise incurable mendelian disorders
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